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	NAME: Iancar
	DESCRIPTION: Ianca III is a dry world, not a desert planet, but given more to plains & prairies than swamps & rain forests. Fresh water is rare enough to be valuable & the Iancar warred over it constantly. Warfare led to technological advancement over millennia, & then, unlike many other races, stopped. Given the prospect of global annihilation, they chose peace. The breakthroughs made were turned to their first steps into space, where they encountered the other species & began to trade with them peacefully. Then came the invasion & were slaughtered. Their world was shredded. Of the billions who once lived, barely 10,000 remain alive. Even worse, the military being overly male; <10% of the survivors were females of breeding age. Almost 40 years after, the population is still suffering from a legacy of radiation.Names: Given names are very short, containing no more than 2 syllables. The family name, on the other hand, is a much longer structure. Family names have 2 different versions, 1 for males & 1 for females.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond
	Text Field 13: We will never be the same as we were. 
	Text Field 7: Males: C+2, F+2, I-2, P+1; Females: D+2, F+2, I-2, R+1.
	Text Field 8: The Iancar are long-limbed, furry humanoids. Their ears are similar to those of a cat, as indeed is their overall physical impression. They have a high degree of gender dimorphism, with the males significantly larger & stronger than the females. Acting without thinking through all the consequences is endemic & is not relegated to either gender. Bite {+1CD, Melee, Piercing 1] & Claws: [+3CD, Melee, Vicious 1, Piercing 2].
	TALENTS: Iancan, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Fires of Old  [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Iancar are a race of fierce warriors, & they can call upon their heritage in desperate circumstances. If you fall to 0 Stress, you may make a Fitness roll to remain on your feet & continue fighting normally. You will still lose Stress as normal, & you die when reaching –10 Stress.
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